Lattice material is a typical periodic structural material, and the gaps of the lattice material are often used to carry filling materials. In order to satisfy the load-carrying requirements of a certain multifunction/structure integrated composite material, four different 3D periodic multilayer lattice materials were proposed in this paper, such as the square, the quadrate, the tetrahedron and the hexagon. The BEAM189 element in ANSYS was adopted to predict their static mechanical properties, and the Mises strength criterion was taken as the failure criterion. Based on the solution of FEM, the axial stress and displacement of the top surface were obtained. The results indicated that adopting the relative stiffness and the load-mass ratio as the overall assessment is effective to evaluate the overall bearing capacity of the multilayer lattice materials. Given the same cross-section size of the cellular configuration, the hexagon multilayer lattice material shows the relatively optimal overall bearing capacity in the four configurations, while the tetrahedron configuration performs the worst.
Introduction
The lattice material is a kind of periodic structural material composed by nodes and joint trusses, which mesoscopic configuration is 2D or 3D spatial configuration, and the gaps of the trusses can be used to carry filling materials. Compared with traditional materials, lattice material possesses various microstructures and the higher porosity which can reduce the weight and improve the stiffness and strength. Meanwhile, the microstructure of lattice material is much more order, and its mechanical properties are better than the foam metal. So, the lattice material is the popular subject in the recent engineering research field [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Compared with traditional materials, lattice material has better designability. According to different requirements, it can be filled with varied functional materials, such as materials of anti-projectile, materials of energy absorption, materials of heat insulation, materials of sound absorption, and so on. Hence, it can help to meet the multi-functional requirements of the composite materials, and it also helps to further reduce the structure's overall weight [10] . The function precondition of materials is determined by the structure design, and the topological configuration of the skeleton is the key factor. The mechanical properties of the lattice material are directly related to its porosity and pore structure. By changing the porosity and the morphology of the pore, the overall performances of the lattice material would be affected. In this paper, we try to provide a kind of multifunction/ structure integrated composite material, as shown in the Figure 1 . Its base frame is a kind of lattice metal skeleton, and its gaps are filled with ceramic materials, highstrength fiber materials and wave absorbing materials to satisfy the multi-functional requirement of a certain armor protection material. For providing some valuable theoretical references to improve the quality and the efficiency of the structure design and process for the composite material, we mainly focused on the optimized mechanical performances of its lattice metal skeleton. In order to satisfy the load-carrying requirements of the composite material, we proposed four different 3D peri-odic multilayer lattice materials with different spatial configurations. Based on the static structural simulation method with ANSYS, the static mechanical properties of the four multilayer lattice materials were analyzed and compared.
Theoretical Analysis Method
Static mechanical properties of the periodic lattice materials are always concerned in the academe and engineering [11] . Based on strain energy method and homogeneous theory, Noor and Straalen proposed an equivalent computation model for the substitute core [12, 13] . Wang systematically summarized the elastic properties of the typical two-dimensional lattice materials [14, 15] . Based on micromechanics, Delpande and Fleck put forward an octahedral lattice material and its elastic constitutive relationship [16] . Liu established a more simplified micromechanical model and its applicability was verified with numerical simulations [17, 18] . Mohr and Rabczuk proposed constitutive models for the two-dimensional porous materials and the lattice truss sandwich materials [19, 20] . Given six spindle orientation yield strength theory, XUE proposed a phenomenological yield surface ellipsoid criterion [21, 22] . Commonly, the relative density of lattice material is less than 30%, and its thickness of the microstructure truss is usually much less than its length. Thus, the structure can be simplified as the beam model for mechanical analysis [11] . There are some routine theoretical analysis methods for the lattice materials' mechanical properties, such as, the coordinate transform method, the finite element method (FEM), the homogenization method and so on [23] .  Using the coordinate transform method, the rigidity coefficient of the anisotropic cell is obtained through the transformation of orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system.  FEM is a discrete numerical method, a combination of finite elements is used to substitute the continuous body, so the infinite freedom issue is changed to a finite freedom issue. Based on the equivalent stiffness matrix model, the equivalent mechanical parameters can be calculated respectively.  Homogenization method evolves some macroscopic structure's mechanical parameters (such as displacement and stress) on the microscopic scales, the characterization parameter asymptotic technology and the perturbation technology is used to establish the control equations and finally to get the macroscopic mechanical parameters of the material.
With the thorough theoretical research on lattice materials, FEM is adopted by many scholars to calculate the equivalent mechanical parameters of truss structure, and FEM can simultaneity analyze the stiffness and the bearing capacity of the materials. Using ANSYS, the static mechanical properties of different 3D periodic multilayer lattice materials are analyzed in this paper.
FEM Model

Topology Configurations
For the limits of the process technics, four different configurations are mainly focused in the preliminary design period. All of the four types of configurations are bending dominated materials. The space characteristics of the configuration and its cell are shown in Figure 2. 
Finite Element Model
In order to analyze the bearing capacity and structural stiffness of the lattice material, BEAM189 element was adopted. In ANSYS, the BEAM189 is a quadratic (3-node) beam element in 3-D. The BEAM189 is based on Timoshenko beam theory, shear deformation effects are included, and it is well-suited for linear, large rotation, and/or large strain nonlinear applications. The structural dimension of the multilayer lattice material was defined as 100 mm × 100 mm × 30 mm. Introducing the warping freedom of the truss's cross-section, the cross-section shape of the beam element was circular, and the size was defined as Φ4 mm. the steel was chosen as the material, its density is 7830 kg/cm 3 , the compressive strength is 735 MPa, the elastic modulus is 210 GPa, and the Poisson's ratio is 0.3. The axial compression load was imposed evenly on the top surface of the lattice material, and the freedom of the bottom surface was fixed. The node's radial displacement of the top surface was limited, and the nodes' axial displacement of the top surface was coupled. The ANSYS FEM model was shown in Figure 3 .
Zhang [24] pointed that the failure type of lattice material was mostly the compression fracture. So, we took the Mises strength criterion as the failure criterion. After the solution of the FEM, the axial stress and displacement of the top surface were obtained to analyze the material's bearing capacity. The simulation result was shown in Figure 4 . 
Simulation Results and Analysis
When the load forces change from 100 KN to 1600 KN, the axial stress and displacement of the top surface can be simulated with the FEM. For the square multilayer lattice material, the load started from 100 KN, when it reached 1179 KN, the compression stress was increased to 735 Mpa, and the material lapsed. Meanwhile, the maximum axial displacement of the top surface reached 0.105 mm. Similarly, the quadrate multilayer lattice material, the hexagon multilayer lattice material, and the tetrahedral multilayer lattice material were also calculated and analyzed. Finally, the comparative result curve was obtained, as shown in Figures 5 and 6 .
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the axial stress of the multilayer lattice materials is linearly enhanced along with the increasing load. Additional, when the axial stress reaches 735 MPa, the maximum compression loads of the four multilayer lattice materials are 1179 KN, 1090 KN, 1025 KN and 1550 KN. As the result, the load-mass ratio could be obtained (maximum compression load divided the overall structure mass), and we can use this ratio to measure the bearing capacity of the multilayer lattice materials.
Also, as shown in Figure 6 , the maximum axial displacement of the multilayer lattice materials is enhanced along with the increasing load. Before the structure fracture occurred, the maximum displacement of the top surface linearly depends on the load. So, the slope of the curves, which stands for the structure stiffness of the material, can be also obtained. Compared the obtained structure stiffness with the material's overall mass, the relative stiffness is deduced, and we can use this relative value to measure the stiffness of the multilayer lattice materials. It can be seen from Table 1 that different configuretional multilayer lattice materials possess the different RD, RS and LM Ratio. The failure load of the tetrahedron configuration is the maximum 1550 KN, and its relative density is also the maximum 0.8595. But, if we take the relative stiffness and load-mass ratio in consideration to assess the material's overall bearing capacity, the tetrahedron configuration's performance is the worst. Also, the four different multilayer lattice materials can be ranked according to its respective bearing capacity. That is, the hexagon configuration is better than the quadrate configuration, and the worst is the tetrahedron configuretion. So, the hexagon multilayer lattice material performs much better than other type of material in the overall assessment.
Conclusions
Generally speaking, the static mechanical properties of the lattice material can be expediently analyzed with FEM, and the results can provide some valuable theoretical references for the preliminary structural design of the lattice composite material. In addition, it can both save the study time and the experimental funds. Based on the analysis results of the four types of multilayer lattice materials, it can be concluded that:  In the FEM analysis, the relative stiffness and the load-mass ratio as the overall assessment is effective to evaluate the overall bearing capacity of the multilayer lattice materials, when the fourth strength theory is taken as the failure criterion.  Given the same cross-section size of the cellular configuration, the hexagon multilayer lattice material shows the relatively optimal overall bearing capacity in the four configurations, while the tetrahedron configuration is the worst.  Only the different configurations are considered to measure the materials' bearing capacity in this paper, while other factors, including the size and shape of the beam element are ruled out in the FEM analysis. The conclusion can only provide some helpful references for the preliminary structure design of the multilayer lattice material.  In further research, either the dimensional parameters of the cell or the overall configuration can be changed to adapt for the optimization of the multilayer lattice material.
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